dared to know exactly what to say came easily, quickly and in a class of 180.\[78x1061\]

Once he was informed of his success. He had long planned in order to save money-

"I heard Mr. Cantor make the first announcement of the contest on Jan. 5, 1936, when I knew right then and there exactly what I would write and how I would express it. I was so excited that it was as though I were reading a trick on me. When he convinced me that he was right, I was too overjoyed to speak."\[200x1315\]

**Mathews (Continued from Page 1)**

The principal subject for discussion of progress in the next few years. \[236x1344\]

**Mathews’ essay on “How I would express it. I was so overjoyed.**

The young embryo engineer vividly described his feelings from the time he was informed of his success, until the announcement of the contest on Jan. 5, 1936, when I knew right then and there exactly what I would write and how I would express it. I was so overjoyed that it was as though I were reading a trick on me. When he convinced me that he was right, I was too overjoyed to speak.\[78x1050\]

**Mathews’ answers to questions came easily, quickly and fluently. He seemed to know exactly what to say and impressed you as sincere, sensible, brilliant sort of fellow who knew and appreciated the value of a dollar, but who never pleased for sympathy.**
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